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Daniel Huybrechts

1 Introduction

Compact complex manifolds x 2n with holonomy group Sp(n) ean algebraically be character

ized as simply connected eompact Kähler manifolds with a unique (np to sealars) holomorphic

symplectic two-form ([2]). These manifolds, whieh are higher-dimensional analogues of 1<3
surfaces, are ealled irreducible sympleetic.

Beauville was able to generalize the loeal Torelli theorem, one of thc fundamental results

in the theory of K3 surfaees, to all irreducible sympleetie manifolds. His results show that

there exists a (coarse) moduli space M of marked irreducible symplectic manifolds and that

the period map

P : M -t p(r 0 C)

is etale over Q c p(r0C) - an open subset of a quadric defined by q(x) = 0 and q(x+x) > O.

By definition, a marking is an isomorphism of lattices a : H 2(.'Y'1 Z) ~ r I where H 2 (X, Z) is

endowed with the quadratic form defined in [2] anel r is a fixed lattiee.

For 1<3 surfaces the moduli space M consists of two eonnected components which ean be

identified by (X, a) H (,X, -a). The global Torelli theorem for K3 surfaces asserts that thc

period map P restricted to either of the two components, say A1 0 , is surjective and 'almost

injective'. More precisely, if (...Y, a) and (...Y", a') are two points in Po-t (x), then (X, a),
(...Y', a') E Mo are non-separated and the underlying .X anel )(' are isomorphie K3 surfaces

eontaining at least one (-2)-eurve. Furthermore, rar x E Q in the complement of the union

of countably many proper closed subsets the fibre Po-t (x) is a single point. In short, the

failure of the injectivity of the period map Po is due to the non-separatedness of Mo and

two non-separated points are given by Olle K3 surface equipped with two different markings

related by reflections orthogonal to (-2)-curves.

In the higher-dimellsional situation, the global Torelli theorem eloes not hold, i.e. an iso

morphism of Hodge struetures H 2 (X, Z) ~ H 2 U(', Z) eompatible with the quadratic forms

does not imply ...Y ~ X'. In fact, for any two birationaJ irreducible sympleetic manifolds ...Y

and j'(' one finds markings a and a' such that P(j'(, a) = P(j'(', a'). Duc to an example of

Debarre, birational ...'( and jY' need not be isomorphie in lligher dimensions.

Although, only little evidence can be provided, we cannot resist to formulate the following

(cf. [17]):

Speculation (Global Torelli theorem) The period ma]J Po is (l/most injective, i.e. two points
(jY, a) and (...Y'a') in the same fibre 0/ Po are non-separrlted in Mo. In partieular, X and X'
are birational.
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The birationality of ..-Y and X' follows from [14].

As the known counterexamples to the global 1'orelli theorem use birational manifolds ..-Y and

X', the following conjecture can be regarded as a weaker version of this speculation:

Conjecture Two irreducible symplectic mani/olds)( and ..-Y' are birationaI i/ and onIy i/

they correspond to non-sepamted points in the moduli space.

This paper proves the conjecture in two fairly general cases.

Theorem 4.7 1/ ..-Y and ..-Y' are projective irreducible sympIectic mani/olds which are bi

rational and isomorphie in eodimension two (cf. 2.2), then the eorresponding points in the

moduIi spaee 0/ symplectie mani/olds are non-separated.

Dropping the assumption on the codimension and the projectivity, but restricting to Mukai's

elementary transformation, the most explicit birational correspondence, one can prove

Theorem 3.4 1/ X' is the elementary transformation 0/ an irreducible symplectic mani/oId

X along a smooth PN-bundle 0/ codimension N, then ..-Y and ..-Y' correspond to non-separated

points in the moduIi space.

80th results combined will be used in 5ect. 5 to deduce the conjecturc for projective ..-Y

anel X' anel birational correspondences which in codimension two are given by elementary

transformations (cf. 5.5).

Unfortunately, only few examples of irreducible sympleetic manifolels are knwon. Higher

dimensional examples were first deseribed by Beauville and Fujiki. Starting with a K3 surfaee

S, Beauville showed that the Hilbert sehemes H ilbn(S) of zero-dimensional subsehemes are

irredueible sympleetie.

As shown by Mukai [15], moduli spaces of stable sheaves on a K3 surface also admit a

(holomorphic) sympleetie strueture. 1'hat these spaees are irreducible sympleetie, provided

they are compact, was shown in [9] for the rank two case alld in [18] in general. The idca in

both approaches is to deform the underlying K3 surface S to a special K3 surface So, such

that the moduli space of sheaves on So is birational to the Hilbert scheme Hilbn(So). As

the moduli space of sheaves on So is adeformation of the moduli space of sheaves on 5,
this shows that any smooth moduli space is deformation equivalent to a manifold which is

birational to an irreducible symplectic manifold. This is enough to conelude that the moduli

spaces of higher rank sheaves are irreducible symplectic.

Proving this result [9], we observed the following phenomenon. Let S be a K3 surface and

let Hand H' be two different generic polarizations. Then the moduli spaces X := MH and

X' := MH' of lI-stahle, rcspectively H'-stable l sheaves, which in general are not isomorphie,

can be realized as the special fibres of the same family, i.e. equipped with appropriatc

markings they correspond to non-separated points in thc moduli space M. This observation

motivated the study of the general question explained above. Moreover, since the birational

correspondence between MH and MH , looks quite similar to the one between moduli space

and Hilbert scheme on thc special K3 surface So, we conjectured that moduli spaces of higher

rank sheaves are deformation equivalent to Hilbert schemes Hilbn(S).

The general results 4.7 and 3.4 do not cover this case, since the birational correspondence

of moduli space and Hilbert scheme is not an isomorphism in codimension two. But using
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the result of Sect. 5 one can at least prove the rank two case.

Theorem 6.3 /f S is a /(3 surface, Q E Pic(S) indivisible, 2n := 4C2 - ci(Q) - 6 ~ 10 and

!f a generic polarization, then. the moduli space lvlH (Q, C2) of H -stahle rank two sheaves E

with clet (E) s=' Q and C2 (E) = C2 is deformation equivalen t ta Jf ilbn (S) .

The assumption 2n 2:: 10 is a technical conditioll, whcreas thc assumption on the determi

nant and the polarization is needed to guarantce the slllooth ncss of the mod uli space. We

believe that the same result can be proved for thc rank> 2 moduli spaces, as weIl. As there

is evidence that our conjecture holds in general and that the higher rank case is an immediate

consequence of it, we developed the necessary modification only in the rank two case.

Due to this result it seems that all known examples of irreducible symplectic manifolds are

either deformation equivalent to some Hilbert scheme I1 ilbn(S), where S is a K3 surface, or

to a generalized Kummer variety J{n(A), where A is a two-dimensional torus.

Acknowldegements: I had valuable and stimulating discussions with many people. Es

pecially, I wish to thank A. Beauville, F. Bogomolov, P. Delignc, B. Fantechi, R. Friedman ,

S. Keel, and E. Viehweg. I also wish to thank 1\1. Lehn who has read a first version of the

paper. Part of this work was done during the academic ycar 1994/95 while I was visiting the

Institute for Advanced Study (Prineeton). I was finaneially supported by a grant from the

DFG. Support and hospitality of the Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik (Bonn) are also

gratefully acknowledged.

2 Preparations

2.1. Symplectic manifolds. A eomplex manifold X is ealled sympleetic (in this paper!) if

there exists a holomorphie two-form w E HO(X, n~\) whieh is non-degenerate at every point.

Note that the existence of w implies that the canonieal bundle {(x is trivial. If)( is eompaet l

then the symplectic strueture is unique if and only if hOCY" n~) = 1. A simply connected

eompact Kähler manifold with a unqiue symplectic strueture is ealled irreducible symplectic.

By [2] ..y2n is irreduible sympleetie if and only if its holonomy is Sp(n), Le. it is irreducible

hyperkähler.

For a eompaet irredueible symplectic Kä,hler manifold Beauville introduced a quadratic form

on H 2 ( ..y, C) by

Q' f-T %J(ww)n-1Q'2 + (1 - n) Jwn-'wnO'. Jwnwn-1Q'

where w E H°(.X I rli-) = H 2,o is the symplectie form. Using Hodge deeomposition Cl' =
GJ..A) + <p + bW with <p E H1,l(X) and assuming f(ww)n = 1 this form can be written as

a t-r ab + (n/2) f(ww)n-lc.p. It turns out that this form is non-degenerate of index (3, b2- 3).

Moreover, a positive multiple ofit is integral (cf. [2], [7]). The lInique positive multiple making

it to a primitive integral form is ealled thc canonical form q on H 2 ("y,C). Using the weight

two Hodge strueture endowed with this quadratie form ßeauville's Ioeal Torelli theorem says

that Xt t-r [H2,O(Xt )] E IP'(H 2( ..y, C)) induees a loeal isomorphism of the Kuranishi spaee

Def(..Y) with the quadrie in IP'(H2 (X· 1 C)) defined by q(O') = O.
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2.2. Birational symplectic manifolds. Let j : )( --+ ./Y' be abirational map between two

compact symplectic manifolds and assume that the symplectic structure on X is unique. Then

the largest open subset U C ./Y where j is regular satisfies codim (./Y \ U) ~ 2. Moreover, one

shows jlu is an embedding: Since WX is unique alld C = HO (./Y, 0i) = //O(U, n'[;), the pull

back j*wxl is a non-trivial multiple of WX. Thus j is quasi-finite on U. Since it is generically

one-to-one, it is an embedding. Note that, as a consequencc, the symplectic structure on

X' is unique, too. ThllS, if U C X and U' C )(' denotc the maximal open subsets where j
and j-1, respectively, are regular, then V ~ V' and codim(./Y \ U), codim(X' \ V') ~ 2. A

birational correspondence is by definition an isomorphism in codimension two if and only if

codim(X \ V), codim(./Y' \ V') ~ 3. Recall, that abirational map between two K3 surfaces

can always be extended to an isomorphism.

If X is a projective manifold and U C X is an open subset with codim(X \ U) ~ 2, then

the restriction defines an isomorphism Pic(./Y) ~ Pic(U). In particular, for two birational

projective manifolds./Y and ./Y' with unique symplectic structures one has Pic(X) ~ Pic(U) ~
Pic(V') ~ Pic(X'). The corresponding line bundles on ./Y anel ./'(' will usually be denoted by

Land L', or M and IvI'. In particular, the Picard numbers p(./'() and p(./'(') are equal. Using

the exponential sequence one gets the same result for non-projective ./Y and X'.
Frequently, we will use the following result due to Scheja [8]. If E is a locally free sheaf on X
and V C X is an open subset, then the restriction map Hi(.y, E) --+ Hi(V, Elu) is injective for

i ~ codim (X\ V) -1 and bijective for i ~ codim (./Y \ V) - 2. In particular, this can be applied

to the line bundles Land L'. Thus, HO(X, L) = 1[0(U, Llu) = //O(U', L'lu') = HO (./Y', L')
and if codim(./Y'\ V') ~ 3 we get Hl(./Y,L) C I/l(./Y',L').
Ir X and X' are birational irreducible symplectic manifolds, then therc cxists an isomorphism

between their weight-two Hodge structures compatible with the canonical forms qx and qXI

([17]' [18]).

2.3. Deformations. Any compact Kähler manifold 4Y with trivial canonical bundle l\·x

has unobstructed deformations, i.e. the base space of thc 1\ uranishi family Dej(./Y) is smooth.

This is origillally cl ue to Bogomolov, Tian and Todorov ([5], [22), [23]). For an aJgcbraic proof

see [19] and [11].

Ir L is a line bundle on ./Y, such that the cup-product Cl (L) : Jl 1 (./y, IX) --+ H 2 (X, Ox) is

surjective, then the deformations of the pair (./Y, L) are unobstructed as weil. This follows

from the fact that the infinitesimal deformations of (./'(, L) are parametrized by H 1 (X, V(L))

and the obstructions are contained in H 2 (X, V( L)). Here D( L) is the sheaf of differential

operators of order::; 1 on L. The symbol map indllces an exact sequcnce

o---+ 0 X ---+ V( L) --+ IX ---+ 0

whose boundary map H1p(, IX) --+ H 2 (./y, Ox) is the cup-product with cdL). In particular,

H 2 (X,1J(L)) --+ H 2(./y, IX) is injective. Since X is unobstructed, all obstructions of (X, L)
vanish.
All this can be applied to irreducible symplectic manifolds. Using Hl (./Y, IX) ~ Hl (X, Ox)
one finds that Dej(X) is smooth of positive dimension. Any small deformation of X is

again Kähler (cf. [12]) and irreducible symplectic. In fact, any Kähler deformation of X
is irreducible symplectic [2]. Under the isomorphism H 1 (./Y, IX) ~ fll (X, Ox) the kernel
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of ct{L) : Hl(X, IX) -t II2 (.X,Ox) = C is identified with the kernel of q(ct{L), ):
H1(X,Ox) -t C (cf. [2]). In particular, if L is non-trivial, then cl(L) : IIl(X,1X) -t

H 2(-,Y, Ox) is surjective and thus Def(.Y" L) is a smooth hypersurface of Def(.,y). For the
Cl (L)

tangent space of Def( ..'i, L) we have ToDef( ..Y, L) ~ f{l( ..y, V(L)) ~ ker(H 1(.X, IX) ---7
q(cdL), )

lI 2 ( ..y,Ox)) ~ ker(H 1
( ..y,'T:\') ~ JJl(X,o'X) ) C). Ir cdL) and ct(M) are linearly

independent, then the deformation spaces Def(X~, L) ami Def(..y,!v!) interseet transversely.

2.4. Moduli spaces. Duc to Beauville's local Torclli theorem one can easily eonstruct

a moduli space M of marked irreclucible sympleetic manifolds. Here a marking consists of

an isomorphism of H 2(.y, JE) with a fixed lattice compatible with the quadratic form q. As

for ](3 surfaees the space of marked irreducible sympleetie Kähler manifolds is smooth but

non-separated. In contrast to the ](3 surface case, the moduli space M is in general not

fine. This is due to the fact that higher-dimensional irrcducible symplectic manifolds permit

automorphisms inducing the idcntity on I/ 2(X, JE) (cf. [3]).

The quotient of M by the orthogonal grou p of (H 2 , q) is thc mod uli space of unmarked

manifolds, but this spacc is not expected to havc any I'easonable analytic strueture. The

theme of this paper is to prove statements like: -,Y alld ..'i' correspond to non-separated

points in the moduli space. Here, we usually refer to thc moduli space of marked manifolds,

though this distinction does not reaBy matter for our purposcs. Explicitly, this means that

there are two one-dimensional deformations X -t 5 and X' -t 5 (5 is smooth), which are

isomorphie over 5 \ {O} and the special fibres are .1."0 ~ )( allel X6 ~ )('.

3 Elementary transformations

An explicit birational correspondencc betwcen two sympleetie manifolds was introduced by

Mukai [15]. We briefty want to recall the construction.

Let -,Y be a complex manifold of dimension 2n whieh admits a hololllorphie everywhere non

degenerate two-form w E 110 (.X, ni-). Furthermore, let P C )( be a c10sed submanifold which
4J

itself is a projective bundle P =P(F) ---7 Y. Here, F is a. rank-(N +1) vector bundle on the

manifold Y. Using the symplectic structure one can define the elementary transformation X'

of X along P as follows.

Sinee a projective space lPN does not admit any regular two-form, the restriction of w to

any fibre of </> is trivial. More is true, the relative tangent bundle T;p of 4> is orthogonal to

IP with respect to the restrietion of w, Le. wlp : T;p X IP -t Op vanishes. Indeed, this

fo11ows from the isomorphism HO(y, ni.. ) ~ HO( P, n~), i.e. wlp is the pulI-baek of a two

form on Y. Thus the composition of IP C IX Ip with the isomorphism IX Ip ~ Ox Ip and the

projection Oxlp ----+7 0.p --» 04J vanishes. Hence w induces a vector bundle homomorphism

)Vp/x ~ Ixlp/IP -t 04J.
Now let codimP = N. Then both veetor bundles Np/x and 0'4J are of rank N and, since w

is non-degenerate, the homomorphism Np / x -t 04J is an isomorphism.

Let .Iy -t ..Y denote the blow-up of -,Y in P C X and let D C }( be the exceptional divisor.

The projection D -t P is isomorphie to the projeetive bundlc P(Np / x ) ~ P(04J) -t P.
The natural isomorphism of the ineidence variety {(x,H)lx EIl} c IPN X lF'N as a projeetive
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bundle over PN with the projective bundle P(f2pN) -+ PN ean bc generalized to the relative

situation, Le. there is a eanonieal embedding D = lP'(f2tj» C lP'(F) Xy lP'(F*) eompatible with

the projection to P(F). Thc other projeetion D -+ P(F*) is a projeetive bundle aB weil.

Ir 0x(D) restricts to 0(-1) on every fibre of D -+ P(F*) then there exists a blow-down

...Y-t )(' to a smooth manifold Y' such that D C .Y is thc exeeptianal divisor and D -t ...Y'

is the projeetian D -t P(F*) C Y' (cf. [8]). Adjunetion formula shows that 0x (D) indeed

satisfies this eandition.

Definition 3.1 )(' = elmp...Y is ealled the elementary transformation of the symplectie mani

fold X along the projective bundle P.

Mukai also shows that an elementary transformation e17np...'( of a symplectic manifold ...Y is

again symplectie.

Example 3.2 In the ease of a K3 surface S, which is a two-dimensional symplectic manifold,

and a (-2)-eurve P = Ir l C Sone obviously has elmpS ~ S. The Hilbert scheme X :=
Hilbn(S), which is irredueiblc sympleetie, then eontains the projeetivc spaee P n ~ sn(p) =
H ilbn(P). The elementary transformation of H ilbn(S) along this projeetive space is in general

not isomorphie to Hilbn(S). This is due to an example ofDebarre [6]. Though in his example

the K3 surface S, and henee )( = H ilbn (S)l is only Kählcr, it is expceted that one ean also

find examples X ~ elmp.X, where ~:'( is projeetive. Also note that there are examples where

an elementary transformation of H ilbn(S) is isomorphie to H ilbn(S) ([3]).

The following question was raised in [17].

Qnest ion 3.3 Are the sympleetie manifolds )( mul ..."(' = ehnp)( defoTwation equivalent?

We want to give an affirmative answer to this question in the ease of eompact Kähler

manifolds.

Theorem 3.4 Let X be a eompact symplectic Kähler maniJold and let P C ...Y be a smoolh

p N-bundle of eodimension N. Then there exist two smooth proper Jamilies X -t Sand

X' -t S ouer a smooth and one-dimensional Emse S J sueh that .-V and .-V' are isomorphie as

families over S \ {O} and the fibres over 0 E S satisfy Xo~ ...Y and X6 ~ ...Y' ~ elmpX.

Note that the theorem is in fact stronger titan what the original question suggests. The

theorem shows that ...Y and )(' eorrespond to non-separated points in the moduli space of

symplectic manifolds. In particular , one has

Corollary 3.5 The higher-weight lIodge structu,.es of )( flnd elmp...Y are isomorphie. 0

The following lemma is needed for the proof of the theorem. Consider adeformation

X -t S of X and assume that S is smooth anel one-dimensional. Let u E 111(X, Tx) be its

Kodaira-Spencer dass, i.e. C· v is the image of the Kodaira-Spencer map ToS -t H I (X, Tx).
Furthermore, denote by v E H I (X, f2x) the image of v under the isomorphism H I (X, Tx) ~
fl 1 ( ...Y, nx) indueed by the symplectic structure.

Lemma 3.6 Assume that v E HI (X, f2x ) is a Kähler dass. Then the normal bundle Np/;\:

is isomorphie to 4>* F* GI 04J (-1) .
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Proof: We eertainly ean assume that Y is eonnectcd anel henee HI (P, N'P/X) ~ H 1 (P, ntt» ~

HO(y, Gy) ~ C.
By eonstruction, the isomorphism N p / x ~ nti' commutes with the projections Tx ~ Np/x,
nx ~ o',p and the symplectic structure Tx ~ nx . In partiel11ar, the image ( of v under

H 1( .•:'(, Tx) ~ H 1(P,Np / x ) is non-zero if anel only if ii maps to a non-zero dass under

H I ( ..Y, o'x) ~ H 1(P, 0'1J). Sinee v is Kähler anel thus its restrietion to the fibres of 4> non

trivial, one eoncludes that ( is the extension dass of thc llnique (up to scalars) non-trivial

extension of Op by Np / x ~ nt/>. Thus it is isomorphie to the relative Eulcr sequenee

Thereforc, it suffiees to show that ( is also the extension dass of the eanonieal sequenee

where we use Nx/.Y S;;' Ox. This follows easily [rom thc definition of thc Kodaira-Speneer

dass v as the extension dass of

o ----+ Tx ----+ Tx Ix ----+ N X / ,1' ----+ O.

o

Proof of 3.4: By 2.3 a one-dimensional deformation "l' ~ S of ..Y such that v is Kähler

always exists. Denote the blow-up of X in P by ,;f ~ ...l'. ßy lemma 3.6 the exeeptional

divisor V ~ P is isomorphie to the projective bundle P(4)*F*) -t P. Obviously, P(4)*P*) ~

IP(P) Xl" P(P*). Now consider the seeond projcction 1J ~ P(4)*P*) ~ P(F*). As before one

checks that 0 x (1J) restricts to O( -1) on every fi bre of this projeetion, Le. the eondition of

the Nakano-Fujiki eriterion is sati~fled. Thus X can be blown-down to a smooth manifold

X' such that the exeeptional divisor V is eontraeted to IP(P"'). By the very eonstruetion

X' ~ i -+ X is compatible with X' f- }( -7 )(, i.e. ,,1" -7 S is a smooth proper family,

isomorphie to X over S \ {O}, and its special fibre X6 is isomorphie to X'. 0

Note that the two families X and "y' are not isomorphie. In partieular, one gets the well

known

Corollary 3.7 If ..Y is a /(9 surface with a (-2) -curve P C ..Y, then there exist non

isomorphie farnilies X, ,,1'" ~ S which are iSOrn077Jhic over S \ {O} and Xo S;;' X6 ~ ..Y. 0

4 Non-separated points in the moduli space

In this section we discuss other situations where birational sympleetic manifolds present non

separated points in their moduli space.

Elementary transformations, dealt with previollsly, define very explicit birational correspon

dences between symplectic manifolds. But birational correspondences encountered in the

examples are usually more complicated. This section is devoted to general birational corre
spondences. The feslllt is analogolls to 3.4, though we restrict to projective manifolds and
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birational correspondences which are isomorphisms in codimension two. Later (cf. Sect. 5)

the result will be generalized to the case where in codimension two the birational correspon

dence is given by an elementary transformation.

Let us fix the following notations: X and ~Y' dcnote irreducible symplectic manifolds which

are isomorphie on the open sets V C .X and V' C ~Y' (cf. 2.2). If v is a claSs in Hl(X, Tx),
then the symplectic structure Tx ~ rlx induces a class ii E H 1( ...Y, rlx). The following propo

sition does not make any assumptions either on the projectivity of )( or on the codimension

of ...Y \ V. lt is not needed for the proof of the main theorem, but shows how and to what

extent the idea of Sect. 3 works in the general context.

Proposition 4.1 Let S be smooth and one-dimensional and let X --7 Sand X' --+ S be
defonnations of "l'o = )( and Xö = ~Y', respectively. 1f X and X' are S -birational and the

Kodaira-Spence r class v 0 f "l' --7 S induces a class ii E 1/ I ()(, rlx) which is non- triviaion

all rational curves in ~Y \ V, then Xls\{o} ~s X'ls\{o} (possibly after shrinking S to an open

neighbourhood of 0).

Remarks 4.2 i) v non-trivial on a rational curvc means that the pull-back of v E H 2 ( ...y, C)
evaluated on the fundamental class of such a cUl've is non-trivial.

ii) The condition on v is satisfied if v is contained in the cone spanned (over R) by classes

which are ample on X \ U, e.g. if v is ample. Note that the rational curves could be singular

and reducible.

iii) Whenever X is projective there are deformations with I<odaira-Spencer class v such that

v is ample. The problem is to construet X' --7 S simultaneously. If the eodimensions of

...Y\U and ~Y'\V' are at least three, then the isomorphisms Il 1(X,Tx) ~ H 1(V,Tu) ~

1[I(V', TUI) ~ Hl(~y', 7;'(1) suggest that deformations of ...Y can be related to deformations of

...Y' via the big open subsets V and V'. I don't know how to make this rigorous. In particular,

it is not clear to me what deformations of V should reaJly moan.

iv) In the proof of 3.4 the family X' --+ S was constructed explicitly from X --+ S as a blow-up

followed by a blow-down. For the general situation this approach seems to fail.

Proof of 4.1: If thc S-birational map X --+ X' does not cxtcnd to an isomorphism X t ~ "l'/
for generic t , then there exists a surface C together with a flat morphism C --7 S such that:

i) C is smooth and irroduciblc.

ii) For generie t the fibre Ct is a disjoint union of smooth rat.ional eurves.

iii) There cxists a finite S-morphism Q' : C --+ ,,1' that maps Co to ...Y \ V.
This follows from resolution of singularities: By shrinking S we can assurne that there is a

sequence of monoidal transformations Zn --+ Zn-l --+ ... --7 Z1 --+ "l" with smooth centers,

which either dominate S or are eontained in the fibre over 0 E S, and such that there exists

a morphism Zn -t X which resolves the birational map ,,1' --7 ,,1". If "l't --7 X/ does not extend

to an isomorphism for generic t, then at least one monoidal transformation Zi --7 Zi-l with

smooth center 'li dominating S oceurs. Let i be maximal with this property. Next one

finds a, morphism S' --7 Ti [rom a smooth, irredueiblc eurvc S' such that the composition

S' --7 Ti --+ S is finite and smooth over S\ {O}. Then Zi XZi _ 1 S' --7 S' is a projective bundle.

Since i is maximal, we have (Zi XZi _ 1 S') Xs S \ {O} C Zn Xs S', Now pick a Pl-bundle
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contained in Zi XZi _ 1 S' ---+ S' such that, its restriction to 8' Xs 8 \ {O} maps generically finite

to t't' under Zn -t t't'. The resolution of the c10sure of it in Zn gives the surface C.

Now we want to show how one can use thc existence of C to derive a contradiction. First,

we claim that the composition

vanishes for generic t (Here, the first map is thc Kodairal"'Spcncer ma.p and the isomorphism is

induced by the symplectic structure on t'Yt ). This is a generaJization of an argument explained

in the proof of 3.6. Onc can either use deformation theory to show that the existence of

C ---+ Simplies the vanishing of the obstruction to deform Ct:;Co ---+ t'Yt:;Co, which in turn gives

the desired vanishing, or one makes this explicit by the following argument: Note that we

can assume Ct:;Co ~ f'I. Then, let Nt be the generalized normal sheaf of at, Le. thc cokernel

of the illjection Tel ---+ o:;Txl • Since for t =1= 0 we kllow TCI ~ '?Pt anel Hom(7PIl S1pt ) = 0, the

puH-back of the symplectic structure on Xt to Ct illduccs for t =1= °a commutative diagram

0:;Tit -----77 Nt
.!. .!.

a7flxt ---+ flc l

Thus, in order to show that TtS ---+ HI (Ctl flct) is trivial, it is enough to prove that TtS ---+

Hl(.1."t , 'Tl't) ---+ H1(P1, O';Txl ) ---+ H1(Pt,Nd vanishes. The image of this map is spanned by

thc extension class of

(cf. proof of 3.6). Since Ncf /c togcther with thc natu ral inclusiol1 Ncf /c C 0'; (Tx Ixt ) /TC t

incluced by TC --+ ('(*'Tl' splits this sequence, we conclude that TtS ---+ H 1(PI, Nt) is trivial.

Hence Tt8 ---+ H 1 (Ct , flc t ) is trivial as weil.

The Kodaira-Spencer map Ts ---+ RI 1r.. Tx /s composed with the isomorphism R l 1r* TXIs ~

R l 1r.. fl x /s provides aglobai section of R I 1r .. fl x /s 0 fl s . Trivializing Ts we can think of

it as an element in HO(S, RI1r..n~y/s) or, using Hodge decompositiol1, as a COO-sectiol1 of

R21r*Cx00s. Moreover, making S small enough we have R2
1l" ..C X s=' H2(X,C). Thus Ts---+

R l 1r..TXIs induces a Coo-map t H Vt E 1/2 (.1.", C). Restricting it to C we get Wt E H2 (C, C).
The vanishing we just proved implies (Ü)t, [Ct]) = 0 for t i= O. Since also t H [Ct] E H 2 (C, C)
is continous, we can conclude (wo, [Co]) = O. This contradicts the assumption on ülx\u, since

Co as adegeneration of rational curves is still rational, though singular, reducible or even

non-red uced [20]. 0

If we in addition assume that )(' is projective, then birational dcformations of )( and ...Y'
can be produced using the following proposition.

Proposition 4.3 Suppose L' E Pic(X' ) is very nmple and the eorresponding Une bundle

L E Pic(..-X") satisjies H 1 (.X, Ln) = 0 for n > O. Let. X ---+ 5' be adeformation of ..-Y = .1."0 over

a smoolh and one-dimensional base Sand asstltne that tllere exists Cl line bundle ( on X such

that (0 := (Ixo ~ L. Then, replacing S by an open neighbourhood of 0 E S if necessary,

the re exist.s a defor··mation t'Y' -t S 0f .1."~ = ..-Y' whieh is S' -biTYllional to 1'1:'.
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Proof: First, shrink 5 to the open subset of points t E S such that Hl (Xt , 12d = O. Since

H1(X, L) = 0, this is an open neighbourhood of t = o. By hase change theorem (cf. [10],

BI. 12.11) hO(Xt , 12t ) is constant on S, since it can only jump at a point t if H 1 (,Yt , 12t ) f:. o.
Hence 7r",12 is locally free on 5 with fibre (7r",.c)(t) = HO(.yt, 12d.
By the very ampleness of L' the base locus Bs(L) of L is containcd in X \ U and there

fore of codimension at least 2. The set UtEsBs(.cd is a closed subset of t'V and hence

eodimxtBs(.ct ) 2:: 2 for t in an open neighbourhood of f, = 0 (semicontinuity of thc fibre

dimension). Sinee Bs(L:i) C Bs(12d we ea.n assume that eodim,\'tBs(12i) 2:: 2 for all n > 0

and t E 5.

The rational maps ePlctl : Xt - - --t P(HO(Xt , .c t )"') , defined by the eomplete linear system ILt I,
glue to a rational S-map eP : X - - -+ IP((rr",.c)"'). Then rP is regular at alt points of Xt \Bs(.ct }

(t E 5). Let Z be the seheme-theoretie closure of the graph r4> of 4J in t'V Xs P((7r",.c)"'), i.e.

the closure of r4> with the redlleed iodlleed strueture.

The projeetion <p : Z -+ X is isomorphie over every point of t'Yt \ Bs(.ct ), t E 5. Note that

a fibre Zt of Z over t E S does not neeessarily coineidc with the closure of the graph of

ePl.ctl. However, sinee X has irreducible fibres alld hellcc r 4>, thc gcneric fibre of Z -+ 5

is irredueible as weIl. Thus, shrinking to an open neighbourhood of t = 0, we ean assume

that Zt is irreducible for t f:. O. In partieular, Zt:#;ü equals the closurc of thc graph of <Plctl in

Xt X P(HO(Xt1 12t )"') at least set-theoretically. Sinee Z is integral, Le. irreducible and redueed,

and 8 is smooth and one-dimensional, the dominant morphism Z -+ 8 is fiat ([10], III. 9.7.).

Now eonsider the other projection 1/J : Z -+ Ir ((rr",12)"') and denote its image by t'V' C

P((7r*12)"'). Strictly spcaking, t'Y' is thc seheme-theoretie image of 'ljJ and sinee Z is rcdueed,

this is the image with the reduecd induced strllctllre. Since 1'1:" then is integral and X' -+ S

is dominant, X' is flat over 5.

Obviously, LY' is contained in t'Y~. To eoncillde that .X' = t'l'~ it is enough to show that

hOC.''<', O(n)lx') 2:: hO(X~, O(n)lx~) for n» 0, whcl'c 0(1) is the tautologieal ample Hne bun

dIe on P(HO(Xo, L)"'). Since O(1)lx' ~ L' and hO()(', LIn
) = h,o(LY' Ln), this is equivalcnt to

hO ()(, Ln) 2:: hO(t'l'~, O(n)[.1:'~) for n » 0. For any n there cxists an open neighbourhood 8n C 8

ofO E 8, such that Hl(Xt,12~) = 0 for tE Sn. This follows from the vanishing of H1(.-Y,Ln)
for alt n. On the interseetion nSn C 8, which is the eomplement of eountably many points,

3011 the eohomology groups H 1 (Xt , .c~) vanish and therefore hO(Xt , L:~) = h,o(X, Ln). Using

this and the flatness of X' --t 5, the inequality hO (.-'<, Ln) 2:: hO(t'l'~, O(n) IXJ) is equivalent to

hO(Xt , L:r) 2:: hO(X!, O(n)lx:) for n» o. But the latter ean be derived using the eomposition

Indeed, 'ljJ* is injective since Zt -+ X! is surjective, and i'" is injcctivc, sincc it is induccd by

the dense open embedding t'l't \ Bs(L:t} C Zt (t # 0). The last isomorphism is a eonsequence

of codim(Xt \Bs(Lt )) 2:: 2. This shows that XJ = ){'. Shrinking 5 further we can also assurne

that X' -+ 5 is smooth ([lO],III. Ex. 10.2).

It remains to show the assertion on the birationality. Let Z* and 1'1"* dcnote the fibre products

Z X S (S \ {O}) and X' Xs (8 \ {O}), respectively. Stein factorization decomposes 1/J : Z'" --t X''''
ioto a finite morphism f : Y --t X '* and 30 morphism Z* --t Y with eonnected fibres. One

first shows that f : Y -+ t'Y'''' is in fact an isomorphism. Since ft : Yt -T X! is finite, the line
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bundle ftO(l) is ample. Thus ftO(n) is very ample for n ~ O. In order to prove that f is

an isomorphism, it is therefore enough to show that ft : lJO("Y!, O(n)) -T HO(Yt, ftO(n)) is

surjeetive. We argue as abovc: Considcr

and use hO(Xt, O(n) Ix') = hO("YÖ, O(n)lx') = hY(X', L'n ) = hOC"Y, Ln) = hO("Yt , .ci) for
t 0

all t E nSn. Henee ft is bijeetive for t in the complernent of eountably many points allel

therefore Y ~ X'· after shrinking S. Thus Z· --+ X'· has connected fibres. On the other

hand dirn Zt = dim Xt = dim Xf, Henee Zt -T X! is birational for t f:. O. 0

Note that the eondition fI 1(./Y, Ln) = 0 is automatically satisfied if codim (./y' \ V') ;::: 3,
i.e. if )(' and X are isomorphie in eodimcnsion two. Indeed, HI(./y, Ln) C H 1(V, Lnlu) =
H 1(V', LZ!,) = H 1 (./Y /, L'n ) = 0 by Kodaira vanishing anel [21]. It is at this point that the

assumption on the eodirnension of X \ U enters.

Also note that the existence of .c implies q(ct{L), ü) = 0, where v E 11 I (./Y, fl x ) is indueed

by the Koelaira-Spencer dass v E H I (X, IX) of ,,1:' -T S (cf. 2.3).

Next, combining 4.1 anel 4.3 we get

Corollary 4.4 Let ./Y and ./y' be birational projective irreducible symplectic manifolds iso

morphie in eodimension two. Assume there exists a line bundle L E Pie(X) and a dass

v E Hl (.X, fl x ) sueh thai:

- The inlluced line bundle L' E Pic(X') is ample.

- The restriction 01 fj to any rational curve in )( \ U is non-trivial.

-q(ct{L),v) =0.

Then ./Y and ./Y' eorrespond to non-sepamted point", in the moduli space.

Proof: By taking a high power of L we can asstllne that L' is very ample. Furthermorc,

HI(X, Ln) = Hl(./y', LIn
) = 0 for n > O. The deformation space Def(X, L) of the pair

(X,L) is a smooth hypersurface of Def(X). Sillce q(cl(L),v) = 0 and ToDef(X,L) ~

q(Ci (L), )
ker(HI(./y, IX) ~ Il l (./Y,flx) ) C) (cf. 2.3), the dass v E Hl(./Y, IX) is tangent to

Def(X, L). Therefore, there exist adeformation ,,1' -T S over a smooth and one-dimensional

base S with Kodaira-Spencer dass tJ and a Hnc IHlI1dle .c on "Y such that .co ~ L. Then

Proposition 4.3 shows that there exists a deformation X' -T 5 of ~y' which is S-birational to

X and we eondude by Proposition 4.1. 0

Remarks 4.5 i) If P n ~ p C ~Y is of codimensioll n, thon )( and ./Y' := elmp./Y satisfy the

assumptions of the corollary provided they are projcetive. Indeed, if L' E Pic(./Y') is ample,

then either there exists an element v E H 1(./Y, Ox) orthogonal to Cl (L) or X and X' are

isomorphie. The restrietion ±vlp is either ample, hence non-trivial on any rational curve in

P, or zero. In the latter ease, change v and L by a small rational multiple of an ample divisor

H on ./Y. Thus we get VI := V + ßet{H) and LI := L + ,lI. By adjusting ß and , we ean

assume q( Cl (L~), vd = 0 and L~ ample for smalI,. Obviously, vllp f:. 0 and therefore lh and

LI satisfy the eonditions of the corollary. Thus :3.4 for elementary transformations along a

projeetive spaee can be seen as a corollary of 4.4 if ./Y anel )(' are projective. Does 4.4 work
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for general elementary transformations?

ii) It is somctimes hard to check if ü alld L satisfying thc conditions of 4.4 can be fOllnd.

don't know the answer for the examples discussed in Sect. 6.

Using 4.3 olle can in fact prove corollary 4.4 without thc assumptions on tJ. The proof relies

on the fact that a compact Moishezon Kähler manifold is projective. Jt can be llsed to prove

the following

Lemma 4.6 /J X and )(' are birational compact irreducible syrnpleetie J(ähler maniJolds with

p(X) = p(.X') = 1 and )(' is projective, then ..,'( ~ .X'.

Proof: ...Y is Kähler and Moishezon, hence projective. Thus, if L' is the ample generator of

Pic(X'), then Pic( ...Y) = Z·L and either L or L* is ample. Sillce HO( ...y, Ln) = HO(X', L,n) =1= °
for n ~ 0, one concludes that L is ample and hence )( ~ )('. 0

Note that the isomorphism can be chosen such that it cxtcnds the bi rational map.

Here now is the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 4.7 Let ...Y and ...Y' be projeetive irredueible sympleetie manifolds whieh are bira

tional and isomorphie in c(}(limension two. Then ...Y and ){' eOl'1'espond Lo non-separated

points in their moduli space.

Proof: Assurne X alld .....(' are not isomorphie. Then p(.Y) ~ 2. Let L' be very ample on

...Y' and let L be the associated Hne bundle on ...Y. Then Def( ...y, L) C Def(X) is a smooth

hypersurface of positive dimension h1( ...Y, fl) -1. Since Pic( ...y) is eountable and any line bundle

M E Pic( ...Y) defines a smooth hypersurface Dej(.Y, At!) intcrsecting Def(X, L) transversely

if Mn 1- Lm (n· 1n f:. 0) ([2] and 2.3), there exists a generic smooth and one-dimensional

S c Def(...Y, L) such that Sn Def(X, M) = {O} for all line bundles !vi linearly independent

of L. Let (X, L) --+ S be the associated deformation of (..-1:'0, La) ~ (...Y, L). Then p(Xt ) = 1

for general t E 5, i.e. t in the complement of countably many points. Now apply Proposition

4.3. We get a deformation X' --+ S of XJ ~ ..."'(' which is 8-birational to X. Moreover, the

proof of 4.3 shows that there is a line bundle L' on ...1.:" such that L~ ~ L'. For small t the fibre

...Yt is still Kähler and L~ is still ample Oll Xi. Thus the lemma applies and shows Xt ~ Xi for

general textending the 5-birational map X - - --+ ...1.:". Since the set of points t E 5, where

...1.:'t - - --+ X! cannot be extended to an isomorphism is closed, we can shrink 5 such that

...Y - - --+ x' is an isomorphism over 5 \ {O}. 0

We want to emphasize that thc condition Oll the codimcnsion of ...Y \ U is only needed in

order to apply 4.3. If for the deformation ...Y --+ 5 considered in thc proof the dimension

hO(Xt , L~) does not jump in t = 0, then the argument goes through. This will be diseussed

in length in the next section.

As an immediate consequence of the theorem we have the

Corollary 4.8 /f ...Y and ...Y' are as in theorem 4. 7, then they are dijJeomorphie and their

weight-n Hodge structures (Ire isomorphie foT' aU n. 0
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5 The codimension two case

As before, let ..-\ and )(' be birational projective irreducible symplectic manifolds. Let L' E

Pic(..-X"') be an ample Hne bundle and denote by L E Pic(.X) the corresponding Hne bundle on

..-\. The assumption on the codimension of ..-\ \ U in theorem 4.7 was only needed to ensure

H 1
(..-\, Ln) = 0 for n > o. If cod(..-\ \ U) = 2, then H 1(..Y, LU) is not necessarily zero. Indeed,

consider an elementary transformation of a four-dimensiona.l manifold ..-X" along a projective

plane P2 C X. Then a standard calculation shows H 1()(, Ln) f:. 0 if n ~ 2. The vanishing

H 1 (X, Ln) = 0 was only needed at one point in the line of arguments. Namely, we used it

in proposition 4.3 to conclude that hO(Xt, .cf) == const for a family X --+ S. One might hope

that this holds for another raason. lndeed, if ..-X"' = elmp..-Y is an elementary transformation

in codimension two and X --+ S is as in 3.4, then hO(Xt , .cf) :=: const. To prove this use

the family x' --+ S constructed explicitly in tha proof of 3.4 and the equality hO (.-l"t, .ci) =
hO(X/,.cin) == const, sinee I/I (X', L'n) = O. For a general bi rational correspondence the

situation is more complieated, sinee we need hO("l't,.ct ) == const in the first place in order to

construct X' --+ S (cf. 4.3).

First, we will show that under tha above assumption (L' alllple) the eondition hO(Xt, .ci) ==
const holds true infinitesimally, Le. for any deformation 1r : (r'\:',.c) --+ S = Spec(k[c)) of

(X, L) the direet image 1r.. .c is loeally free. This is not q ui to enoug h to prove 4.7 in eom plete

generality, but makes it highly plausible.

Under an additional assumption (cf. 5.2) one can in fact prove hO{Xt1 .cf) == eonst. This is

the second goal of thc section and the result 5.5 will be applied in Sect. 6 to moduli space

and Hilbert seheme on a K3 surface.

Consider (..\, L) as above anel let s be agiobai section of L. Then there exists a Kuranishi

space Def(..-\, L, s) of deformations of the triplc CY, L, s) together with the forgetful maps

Def( ..\, L, s) --+ Def(..Y, L) --+ Def(X). The indueed map between the tangent spaces of

Def(X~,L, s) and Def(..-Y, L) is surjective for 3011 s if and only if for any deformation 1r :

(X,'c) --+ Spec(k[c)) the direct image 1r.. .c is 10c3011y free. Therefore, in order to prove that

1r.. .c is locally free we have to describe the tangent spaces of Def(,,\, L, s) and Def(X, L) and

the homomorphism between them. Note, if one could provc th30t Def(..-\, L, s) is smooth, the

infinitesimal result would immediately imply that hO (.1't, .cd :=: const.
We already know ToDef(X, L) ~ H 1 (X, 7)(L)) (cf. 2.3).

Proposition 5.1 i) The Zar'iski tangent space 01 Def( ..,<, L, s) is nfltumlly isomorphie to the
first hypercohomology 01 the complex

3

V(L, s): V(L) -+ L
D I-t D(s)

ii) The map between the Zariski tangent spaces IlII ( ..Y, V(L, s)) and H 1 ( ..Y, V(L)) is given by
the E1-speetml sequence relating hypercohomology and cohomology.
iii) If (..Y, L) and (..X"', L') are as above, then BI (..X", TJ(L, s)) --+ If l

( ..\, TJ(L)) is surjeetive.

Proo/: i) and ii) are well-known ([24]). For iii) we write down the beginning of the speetral
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sequence:

Therefore, 1I[1(...Y,V(L,s)) --+ Hl(...Y,V(L)) is surjective if and only if 1/1(...Y,V(L)) ~
H l (",Y , L) vanishcs. Henee, we have to show that the pairillg

H 1 ( ...Y, V (L) ) 0 HO (...Y, L) --+

(D S) rl

is trivial. Consider the injeetions Hl(...y, V(L)) '-+ [/l(U,1J(Lu)) and Hl(X,V(L')) '-+

H l (V', V(LUI))' It suffiees to show that under the natural isomorphism Hl (V, 1J(Lu)) ~
Hl(U', V(Lul)), given by LUI ~ Lu, the two spaees are identified. Indeed, if so then the

commutative diagram

H 1( ...Y, V (L )) 0 HO (...y, L) --+

-!-~ -!-~

Hl( ...y',V(U)) ® HOV(', L') --+

H l (.Y, L) '-+ H l (U, Lu)
-!-~

HI(.Y',L') '-+ Hl(U' , Lu')

and the vanishing H l ( ...y /, L') = 0 prove the assertion. In order to eompare Hl (X, 1J(L)) anel

Hl(...y/, V(L')) as subspaees of H l (V,1J(Lu)) ~ /1 l (U' ,V(Lu')) we make use of the exact

sequenee

o-t Ox -71J(L) -7 IX -t O.

Its eohomology sequenee provides the short exaet sequcnec

We first show that the two subspaees Hl(",y , IX) '-+ I/I (U, IU) and Hl( ...y', lXI) Y H 1(V', IU')
are identified unde!' H l (U, IU) ~ H I(V', Iu'). Using the sym pleetie stl'uetures this is equiv

alent to the analogous statement for Qx and QX'. Let.X t- Z --+ )(' be a smooth reso

lution of the birational eorrespondenee V ~ V'. Then H1,I(X) EB EB i C· Di ~ Hl,l(Z) ~
Hl,l (...y') EBEBi C·Di, where the Di'S are the exeeptional divisors. Sinee the Di'S are trivial on

V ~ V' c Z, the indueed isomorphism HI,l (X) ~ Hl,1 (...'(1) is eompatible with restriction.

To conclude the proof we have to show that under the identifieation of H 1(X, IX) and

If I ( ...y/, lXI) as subspaees of H I (V, IU) the homomorphisms Cl (L) : fll ( ...Y, IX) --t H 2(X, 0 X)
and cl(L' ) : Hl( ...y', lX') --+ 112(...y /,Ox' ) have the same kernel. Sinee ker(cdL)· ) is iden

tified with ker(q(cI(L), )) under the isomorphism JJI(X~, IX) ~ H1( ...Y,Qx), this follows

immediately from the fact that H 2 (",y ,C) ~ 112UC, C) respects qx allel fJx' (cf. [17),[18]).0

The proposition gives evidence that hO (t'Yt , .cd == const holds in general. In fact, I believe

that the same technique should show the vanishing of thc higher obstructions to deform

(...Y, L, s), but I don't know how to prove this.

In the examples it seems as if abirational corrcspondence betwcen irrcducible symplectic

manifolds might be non-isomorphie in codimension two, but that in such a case the birational

correspondence is in codimension two givcn by an elementary transformation. Thus, it is not

completely unlikely, that the following assumption is always satisfied. For the birational
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correspondence between the moduli space of rank two sheaves and the Hilbert seheme this is

established in Seet. 6.

Assumption 5.2 There exist open subsets V elfe :K and V' C lf' C ",Y' such that

eodim(",Y \ lf), eodim(",Y' \ lf') ~ 3 and lf' := elrnV\U \I. In particular, we assume that

P := lf \ U is a Pz-bundle P(F) -+ Y over a smooth not necessarily eompact manifold Y. If

",Y and X' are isomorphie in codimension two we set V = \I alld V' = V'.

We are going to prove 4.7 under this additional assumption (without using 5.1).

First note that a modification of the proof of 3.4 immediately yields

Corollary 5.3 Assume X~ and )(' satisfy 5.2. 11 X -+ S is adeformation as in the proof

of 3.4 (i.e. v is non-trivial on the fibres ofP -+ Y), then therc exists a smooth morphism

V' -+ S such that V'ls\o ~ XS\{O} and Vo ~ lf'. 0

It can be used to prove

Proposition 5.4 Let .X and ",Y' be as before, in partieulal' L' ample, and assume that 5.2

is satisfied. /1 (X, L) -+ S is adeformation over a smooth and oue-dimensional base S such

that the class v E fI I ()(, 0,x) associated to the I(O(laira-Spcncer class is non-trivial on the

]ibres of P -+ Y, then hO(Xt,.ct) == const in a neighbourhood 01 t = O.

Sinee replacing L' by another ample line bundle (if necessary) ensures that the generic defor

mation X -+ S in DefC.·Y, L) has a Kodaira-Spencer dass v such that v is non-trivial on the

fibres of P -+ Y (cf. 4.5) 1 the proposition immediately shows

Corollary 5.5 If ...Y and X~' are projective irrcducible symp/ectic manifo/ds such that )(' is an

elementary tmnsformation 01 ",Y in codimension two, i.e. 5.2 holds, then X and ",Y' present

non-separated points in the ffimluli space. 0

Proof of 5.4: Let s be the Iocal parameter of S at 0 E Sand let Sn denote the closed

subspace Spec(k[s]jsn+I) C S. Furthermore, let Xn := ,.y Xs Sn and .cn : Llxn • In order to

show that hO(Xt , .c t ) == const, it suffices to prove that for aH n the restrietion HO(Xn , .cn ) -+
HO(Xn- 11 Ln-d is surjective. This will be achieved by comparing it with the analogous

restrietion maps for the family V' -+ S. For this purpose wc introduce thc following notations.

Un denotes the space (U, (9X n lu) and is considered as adeformation of U over Sn' Analogously,

let V~ := V' Xs Sn and U~ := (V',OV~IUI), which is isomorphie to Uno The line bundle .c
induecs aHne bundle .c' on V'. Its restrictions to V~ are denoted by .c~. In particular .cö is

isomorphie to L' 1v'.

First, HO(V~, .c~) -+ HO(V~_II .c~-l) is surjeetive for aB n. Indced, using the exaet sequence

o-+ L'lvi -+ .c~ ---+ .c~_l -+ 0

this follows [rom H 1(V', L'!vl) = H I (X~', L') = O. Ncxt, HO(U~, L~lud -+ HO(U~_Il L~-IIu~_)

is surjeetive and HO(V~, L~) -+ HO(U~, .c~lud is an isomorphism. This is proved by induetion
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starting with HO(V', L'lv') = HO(U', L'lu') and the commutative diagram

0--+ HO(V',L'lv') --+ HO(V~,.c~) --+ IIO(V~_I,.c~_d --+ 0

~~ ~ ~~

o--+ HO(U', L'lu') --+ HO(U~,.c~luJ --+ HO(U~-ll.c~-Ilu~_l) --+

The isomorphism IJO(U~, .c~luJ ~ HO(Un,.cnlu,J and a, similar induction argument prove

HO(Xn,.cn) ~ HO(Un,.cn) and IJO(Xn, .cn) -----77 f10(Xn- 11 .cn-d. In the analogous diagram

one in addition has to use H 1
( ...y, L) Y HI(U, Llu). 0

6 Application to moduli spaces of bundles on K3 surfaces

We briefly recall some facts from [9] that are necessary for our purposes.

Let S be a K3 surface, let Q E Pic(S) be an indivisible line bundle and let C2 E Z such that

2n := 4C2 - c~(Q) - 6 2: 10. Assume that H is a, genel'ic polarization, Le. an ample line

bundle such that a rank two sheaf E with det(E) ~ Q and c2(E) = C2 is H-semi-stable if and

only if it is H -stable. Thon the moduli spaco M}/ (Q, C2) of H -stable rank-two sheaves with

determinant Q anel second ehern number C2 is smooth anel projective. By [15] the moduli

space MH (Q, C2) admits a symplectic structure.

Next, one finds a K3 surface So such that Pic(5o) ~ Z . Ho, where Ho is ample, anel

HJ/2+3 = n. In [9] we showed that under all these assumptions the moduli space MH(Q, C2)
is deformation equivalent to the moduli space lvlHo (Ho, 11,) of sheaves on So. In particular,

MH (Q, C2) is irred ucible symplectic if and only if 111Ho (IIo, n) is irred uciblc symplectic. More

over , both spaces have the same Bodge numbers.

In order to prove that 11"110 (Ho, 11,) is irreducible symplectic wo t1sed Serre correspondencc

to relate this space to the Hilbert scheme fl1:lb n (So). Roughly, the generic sheaf [E] E

MHo(Ho, 11,) admits exactly one global section anel the zero set of this section defines a

point in H ilbn(So). To make this more explicit we consieler thc moduli space N of Ho
stable pairs (E, s E HO(So, E)), such that det(E) ~ Ho and c2(E) = n. The parameter

in the stability condition for such pairs is chosen very small and constant. As explained

in [9] the maps (E, s) I--t Z(s) and (E, s) I--t E define morphisms lfJ : N --+ H ilbn(So) and

'IjJ : N --+ MHo(Ho, n), respectively. For the fibers we have

lfJ- I (Z) ~ IP' (Ex t l
( Iz ® Ho, 0 So ) )

and

'IjJ-l(E) ~ P(1{o(So, E)).

Generically, h1 (So, Iz &>110 ) = 1 and hO(So, E) = 1. ThllS

)( := Hilbn (5o) :- N ~ MHo(lIo,n) =: ...Y'

defines abirational correspondence between irreducible symplectic manifolds.
~ ~. .

Next, we want to show that X t- N -t X' satlsfics the assumptIOn 5.2.

Using the exact sequence

o~ lz (9 Ho ~ Ho ~ ('7z ~ 0,
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the vanishing H 1(So, Ho) =0 and H5/2 + 3 = TL, olle shows h1(So, Iz 0110) = 1 + hO(S, lz 0
Ho). Therefore, f := <p 0 'ljJ-l is regular at points Z which are not contained in any divisor

DEIHol·
Let 1J ---+ IHol denote the family of divisors parametrized by the eomplete linear system

IHol and let Hilbn(V) ---+ IHol be the relative Hilbert scheme. Then f is regular on the

complernent U of the image of the natural map 9 : 11 ilbn(D) ---+ H ilbn(So) = X. Since

dim Hilbn(D) = n+hO(So, Ho)-l = 2n-2 = dirn llilbn(So)-2, the birational correspondenee

/ is not isomorphie in codimension two.

Let C ---+ BelHol denote the family of smooth curves. The relative Hilbert seheme over B
is just the relative symmetrie product sn(c/B) ---+ B, which faetorizes naturally through the

relative Picard Picn(C/B) ---+ B.
The fibre of the factorization 4> : sn (C / B) -+ Picn (C / B) over a point L E Picn (C t ) is naturally

isomorphie to P(HO(Ct , L)). Note that by Riemann-Roch X(Ct , L) = n - HJ/2 = 3. Hence

hO (C tl L) 2:: 3. Let Y e Picn (C / B) denote the open set of line bundle L E Picn (Ct ) such that

hO(Ctl L) = 3 and let cf; : P := cf;-l (Y) --+ Y be thc indueed lP'z-bundle.

Proposition 6.1 i) The morphism 9 :H ilbn(D) ---+ ..,'( resl7'icted to P is an embedding.
ii) The union V 0/ U and g(P) is open and codim(...Y \ V) 2:: 3.

lP 1/J
iii) V f-- <p-l (V) -+ 'ljJ(<p-l (V)) is an elementlll'Y tmns/ornwtion along the JP 2-bundle P.

Proof: Therc is a numbcr of little things to check.

First, by our assumption n 2:: 5 we have HJ 2:: 4. Thus we can apply a result of Saint-Donat

(cf. [16)) to conclude that flo is very ample. Hence BelHol is dense. Moreover, Hilbn(C)
is dense in Hilbn(V) (cf. [1], Thm. 5).

Next, we show that Y C Picn(C/B) is non-empty and, therefore, dense in Picn(C/B). Indeed,

if Xl, ... , X n -2 are generic points in So, then there is exactly one smooth curve C E IHol con

taining them all. Let Xn-l and X n be two more generic points on C and let Z := {Xl, ... , X n}.
Then hO(So,lz0 Ho) = 1 and hence h1(Sol lz0 Ho) = 2. Using the exact sequence

o--t 050 --t lz 0 Ho ---t Oc(-Z) 0110 --t 0

we get h1 (C, Oc( -Z)0Ho) = h1 (So, lz0Ho)+h2(So, OSo) = 3 and therefore hO(C, Oe(Z)) =
3. Thus the line hundle L := Oe (Z) defines a point in Y. Note that one could invoke a

result hy Lazarsfeld [13] to prove Y f= 0. His result also shows that for the generic curve Ct

the complemet of Y n Picn (C t ) C Picn (C t ) has at least codimension four.

Since P is obviously smooth and any Z E Im(g) satisfies hO (S'o, lz 0 Ho) = 1, the morphism

9 is an embedding on P.
By definition V is thc interseetion of the open set {ZlhO(S'ol Iz0Ho) ::; I} and the complement

of g(Hilbn(V) \ H ilbn(C)). Hence V is open. The assertion on the codimension follows from

Y f= 0 and the irreducibility of Hilbn(D) (cf. [1]).

It remains to prove iii). Here we make essential use of the moduli space N.
Let Np denote <p-l (P). \Ve first show that 'ljJ : Np --+ ...Y' respects the projective bundle

4>: P --+ Y, Lc. a fihre of 'ljJ maps to a fibre of cjJ. Indeed , if [E] E ...Y' and Sl,S2 E HO(So, E)
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are two linearly independent global sections, then we have a diagram

050 OSo
SI -!- SI -!-

050
.52

E----7 ----7 rZ(.52) ® 110

=-!- -!- -!-

OSo
i 2

----7 IZ (.5d 0 110 ----7 1i

Thus 81 and 82 vanish along the same curve C E 11101and 1i ~ Oc(-Z(Si)) 0 Ho for i = 1,2.

Hence Oc(Z(sI)) ~ OC(Z(S2)), i.e. 4>(<p(E,st}) = 4>(<p(E , s2)).

This reduces assertion iii) to the following problem. Let L E Picn(Ct ) n Y, let PL :=

P(HO(Ct , L)) ~ P2 and let NpL := <p-I (PL ), which is a P1-bundle over P2' Identify PL +--

NpL ----7 1f;(NpL ) with P2 +--- P(0.P2) ----7 Pz !!
The argument goes as folIows. Any point Z E PL gives an exact sequence

o---+ OSo ---+ Iz 0 Ho ---+ OcJ-Z) ® Iio ---+ 0

~ L* 0 J{c,

Now use the canonical isomorphisms

to obtain the exact sequence

where q and p are the two projections from So X PL and Iz is the ideal sheaf of the universal

subscheme Z C So X PL. ßy restricting to {x} X PL, wherc x E So \ Ct , we deduce a = 1.

The push-forward under p induces the exact seqllence

Hence R 1p*(1z ®q*110 ) ~ 0. PL . lt is straightforward to identify lVPL ---+ PL with P'(R1p*(Iz ®

q*Ho)*). Thus (NpL ---+ PL) ~ (P(1P2) ---+ P2) ~ (JF(0.P2) ---+ P2).
It remains to show that <p : PE := P(HO(So, E)) = 1/;-1 (E) ---+ PL is a linear embedding. On

PE we have

where by abuse of notation q and p are again the projections from So X PE. As above one

finds a = 2. Taking direct images we obtain

o ---+ 1/1 (So, E) 0 OPs (1) ---+ <p* (R1p* (1Z 0 q* 110)) 0 Ops (2) ---+ OPs ---+ 0,

i.e. 0 ---+ OPs (1) ---+ <p*0.PL 0 OPB (2) ---+ OPE ---+ O. Thus <p*OPL (1) ~ Ops (1). D

Remark: The identification NPL ~ P(TpJ seems to show that the birational correspon

dence described by N is not some kind of "nested elementary transformation": It is only in

the codimension two case where one has P(f2pJ ~ P(TpJ.

Corollary 5.5 now immediately implies
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Corollary 6.2 lf 50 is a 1(3 surface with Pic(50) = JE .110 und HJ ~ 4, then MHo(Hol n)

and If ilbn(So) correspond to non-sepamted points in the moduli space of symplectic manifolds

(n= HJ/2+3). 0

Thus we can conclude

Theorem 6.3 If 5 is a [(3 surfuce, Q E Pic(S) indivisible, 2n := 4C2 - ci( Q) - 6 ;::: 10 und

H a generic polarization, then the moduli space lHH (Q, C2) 0/ /1 -süzble rank two sheaves E
with det(E) ~ Q (lnd C2 (E) = C2 is deformation equiva/ent to !f ilbn(S). 0

Note that in particular moduli space and Hilbert scheme are just different complex structures

on the same differentiable manifold.

Remark: O'Grady works instead of So with an elliptic surfacc and shows that every moduli

space is deformation equivalent to a moduli spa.cc on an clliptic surface [18]. The birational

correpondence between moduli space and Hilbert scheme on the elliptic surface is again given

by Serre correspondence. The picturc there is slightly more complicated than what wo have

encountered above. Nevertheless I believe, that also in his situation the assumptions 5.2 are

satisfied and that moduli space and Hilbert schellle are deformation equivaJent rank> 2 as

well.
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